Literature
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Human Geography I: Social, Economic and Environmental Challenges for Cities, Landscapes and Regions

Reading and course instructions

If you encounter any problems in finding a particular article you should ask the teacher of the lecture in question on how to get access to it.

Also, we have had some indications that you have not been able to find articles in Elin. Elin does sometimes not work properly if you search for author; instead you have to go the page for the specific journal and find the right volume and number, and then find the particular article. Hence, if you have a full reference it is best in Elin to first look for the journal and then go on from there.

Theme (first half of the course): Transformation of economic space (TES)

Articles in the lectures should be available and downloadable from the university library. Articles not available through the university library can be downloaded from course web site

Books (first half of the course - Transformation of Economic Space):


Articles:


+ possible additional articles.

**Theme (second half of the course): Landscape and political ecology**

**Books**


**Articles (with subject to changes)**


